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NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND APPLICATIONS ARE

REDEFINING MEDIA 
STORAGE REQUIREMENTS



New technologies for producing stunning 
visual content are opening tremendous 
opportunities for studios, post-production 
houses, distributors and other media 
organizations. Sophisticated next-generation 
cameras and multi-camera arrays enable 
organizations to capture more visual 
information, in greater detail than ever before. 

At the same time, innovative technologies for 
consuming media are enabling people to view 
and interact with visual content in a variety of 
new ways. In addition to seeing blockbuster 
movies in 4K at local cinemas, consumers can 
play augmented reality (AR) games on their 
smartphones, watch sports at home on 
ultra-high-definition (UHD) televisions, and 
take part in immersive 3D experiences with 
virtual reality (VR) headsets.

To capitalize on new opportunities and meet 
consumer expectations, many media 
organizations will need to bolster their storage 
infrastructure. They need storage solutions 
that offer the performance and scalable 
capacity to support new ingest sources that 
capture huge amounts of data. Storage 
solutions must also handle resource-intensive 

post-production tasks, such as editing 
multiple streams of 4K video. And storage 
solutions have to support the delivery of final 
content in multiple formats, such as 4K 
high-dynamic-range (HDR) video and stereo 
8K for immersive VR. 

The need for reassessing and revamping 
storage is particularly evident in several 
key workflows:

• Remastering in UHD: Movie studios and 
other media organizations are being 
asked to remaster historical footage in 
4K/HDR formats.

• Reusing rich media content: A majority of 
broadcasters—especially those focused 
on sports—are looking for ways to 
efficiently retrieve, reuse and remonetize 
older content for new programming.

• Immersive VR and AR: Media firms and 
technology companies are exploring 
volumetric filmmaking to create 3D 
immersive VR and AR experiences.

• Next-generation post production: The 
demands being placed on post-
production studios and media distributors 

are greater than ever before. These 
organizations need to deliver content in 
multiple formats, from standard 
definition (SD) to 4K and beyond, in 
increasingly tight timeframes.

Each workflow is unique. Organizations will 
have to architect appropriate storage 
environments to meet each workflow’s 
specific requirements, finding the right 
balance of performance, capacity and 
collaborative capabilities all within a 
specified budget. 

More than ever, media organizations need storage that can 
deliver performance, capacity and collaborative capabilities.



REMASTERING CONTENT
FOR MODERN HIGH-RESOLUTION 
PLATFORMS



From classic films to syndicated sitcoms, 
Hollywood studio vaults contain vast 
quantities of archived content that is due for a 
digital makeover. Many studios are eager to 
transfer popular films and TV shows to 4K 
formats to support theatrical rereleases and 
enable consumers to rediscover older 
programs through the latest generation of 
home entertainment systems.

For many classic films and shows, this will 
not be the first time they’ve been remastered. 
Studios have previously remastered many for 
VHS, laser disc, DVD, and earlier-generation 
Blu-ray systems. Today they are creating 4K 
remasters for next-generation UHD Blu-ray 
systems as well as digital download and 
digital streaming services.

The drive to remaster older content is not 
limited to entertainment studios. Any 
organization that owns archived content might 
benefit from refreshing that material in newer 
formats. Studios have an opportunity to sell 
consumers the same program multiple times 
over the course of a few decades. 
Corporations, meanwhile, can save money by 
reusing archived educational or marketing 
content instead of continuously reshooting.

Of course, rereleasing older content in new 
formats is not without challenges—the 
process of generating video in new formats 
can require significant effort. As post-
production teams upscale original source 
material, they often need to sharpen images, 
improve color and contrast, and remove 
scratches and artifacts.

These resource-intensive workflows will 
require some post-production organizations 
to implement new storage solutions. 
Solutions must have the performance to 
enable restoration experts to work in real 
time with large, 4K or higher-resolution files. 
Storage solutions must also offer the 
flexibility to support a variety of workstation 
operating systems and applications while 
facilitating collaboration among multiple 
team members.

Importantly, storage solutions must also 
have the scalable capacity for storing these 
large projects while they are in post 
production: A 4K UHD-1 film in 10-bit RGB at 
60 fps requires 6.7 TB of capacity for every 
hour of footage.  

Transforming the back catalog into high-resolution formats 
requires robust storage performance and scalable capacity.



REMASTER IN 4K WITH HIGH-
PERFORMANCE NAS
In the past, network-attached storage (NAS) 
was typically unable to provide sufficient 
performance for demanding workflows such 
as remastering media in 4K/HDR formats. 
But the performance of some of today’s NAS 
systems now makes NAS a viable choice for 
rigorous media workflows.

Quantum Xcellis® Scale-out NAS offers 
advanced performance for demanding UHD 
remastering workflows while maintaining the 
economic benefits of an Ethernet-based 
networking infrastructure.

PERFORMANCE
Xcellis Scale-out NAS can deliver up to 4.7 
GB/s single-client streaming performance, 
which is up to 3 to 10 times better 
performance than competing solutions.1 This 
level of performance enables post-
production studios to conduct online editing 
with multiple streams of high-resolution 
content. Xcellis Scale-out NAS can also be 
configured with NVMe (non-volatile memory 
express) storage arrays accessed over the 
network, delivering 22 GB/s single-client 
streaming performance—enough to do 
real-time editing on dual 8K streams.

COLLABORATION AND FLEXIBILITY
Xcellis supports coordinated access to files 
across a wide variety of client systems—
including Windows, Linux, UNIX and Mac 
operating systems—so project members can 
run their preferred applications and operating 
systems. Based on the high-performance 
StorNext® parallel file system, Xcellis offers 
flexible connectivity options, including server 
message block (SMB) and network file 
system (NFS) clients over Ethernet; StorNext 
distributed LAN client (DLC) connectivity over 
Ethernet; and Fibre Channel.

CAPACITY SCALING
Xcellis Scale-out NAS enables you to 
economically scale production capacity to 
support remastering projects with numerous, 
large media files by adding drives to existing 
Xcellis arrays, and add arrays to existing 
systems—no major upgrades are required to 
add capacity. Xcellis provides the ability to 
scale performance independent from 
capacity so post-production organizations 
can evolve as business dictates.

VDMS BRINGS CONTENT INTO 
THE 4K FUTURE WITH XCELLIS
Background: Visual Data Media Services (VDMS) 
helps content owners and distributors transform 
content into the right format and deliver it to the right 
place, on time. 

Challenges: 
• New project to remaster massive volumes of 

content to 4K resolution 
• Architect a new NAS storage solution that could 

provide sufficient performance for advanced 
remastering plus scalability for future growth

Solution: 
• Xcellis Scale-out NAS powered by StorNext

Benefits:
• Achieved the necessary performance for 

remastering, with more than 1,000 MB/s of 
uncompressed 10-bit 4K video playback on a 
Mac using SMB/NFS connectivity

• Gained the scalability to support more clients, 
and deliver more 4K programming, while 
keeping costs in check

Read the full case study: 
www.quantum.com/vdms

The Xcellis scalability was also a real 
advantage for us. It let us add perfor-
mance and storage capacity inde-
pendently—which means we’ll be able 
to grow to meet future demands while 
avoiding forklift upgrades.

Steve Spear,  
Senior VP of Operations, Visual Data Media Services

“  “

1Xcellis CQ1 testing vs. published benchmark information for Dell/EMC Isilon, January 2018, Qumulo 2H 17.

https://www.quantum.com/vdms?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02261
https://care.qumulo.com/hc/en-us/articles/115007781748-Qumulo-Performance-Benchmarks


APPLYING AI
TO ADD VALUE TO LARGE VOLUMES 
OF RICH MEDIA CONTENT



Broadcast organizations—especially those 
focused on sports—collect and archive 
tremendous volumes of video content. 
Broadcast networks, professional sports 
leagues, college conferences, sports 
venues, and individual teams record 
numerous games and other events using 
multiple cameras.

Much of that content can continue to deliver 
significant value even after events have 
concluded. For example, sports teams 
reuse previous seasons’ recordings for 
training, venues create in-game content, 
and networks show historical clips during 
their broadcasts. Reusing and licensing 
historical content can be beneficial for 
audience engagement.

To continuously capitalize on recorded media 
content, at a foundational level, organizations 
require a robust, scalable and intelligent 
storage environment. Sufficient performance 
is needed for ingesting high-resolution and 
UHD media as well as scalability to archive 
growing volumes of high-resolution footage. 

Beyond this foundational level, and critical to 
the efficiency of being able to reuse and 
remonetize existing assets, is the ability to 
quickly find and retrieve archived content. 
The reality is that data found in most archives 
has a less-than-optimal set of metadata 
associated with it, making it difficult to find 
the right footage. Sophisticated media asset 
management (MAM) systems are beginning 
to improve metadata tagging for newly 
ingested content, but organizations still need 
ways to index and enrich the huge collection 
of content already in the archives.

Properly indexing and enriching metadata by 
manual processes is not only time 
consuming, but can also be unrealistic based 
on the amount of content being ingested. It 
would be virtually impossible to manually tag 
every single clip in the archive. The clips are 
captured and stored faster than humans can 
watch them and add meaningful tags. 
 
 

Enabling efficient and more accurate retrieval of media 
assets through intelligent metadata tagging.



IMPLEMENT AN INTELLIGENT ARCHIVE FOR 
MEDIA CONTENT WITH AI-ENABLED XCELLIS
Quantum Xcellis storage appliances, 
powered by StorNext, can provide a solid 
storage foundation for demanding archive 
worfklows. As a configurable feature, Xcellis 
can be bundled with on-premise artificial 
intelligence (AI) capabilities that can provide 
a variety of business benefits, including tools 
that can greatly enrich metadata to better 
find and rapidly retrieve archival footage.

PERFORMANCE
Beyond offering the performance required 
for rapidly ingesting files from HD and UHD 
cameras, once content is ingested, Xcellis 
acts as a high-performance gateway to 
archived content residing on best-in-class 
Scalar® tape libraries.

SCALABILITY
StorNext enables you to implement Xcellis as 
part of a multi-tier environment so 
organizations can create workflow-optimized 
storage resources. By creating a high-
performance storage tier to ingest content 
and enrich metadata—and a capacity-
optimized tier based on object, tape or cloud 
resources—it enables you to scale archive 
capacity while still maintaining productivity.

Furthermore, StorNext provides transparent 
access to content across multiple tiers of 
storage, providing a single global namespace 
so users can seamlessly search the entire 
storage environment and quickly retrieve 
media assets. 

INTELLIGENCE
To help organizations enrich metadata 
associated with massive volumes of content, 
Xcellis offers tight integration with leading AI 
technology in an on-premises appliance. 
Specifically, Xcellis can be configured with a 
variety of powerful cognitive engine 
capabilities, such as transcription, object 
detection, and face recognition. Organizations 
leveraging the power of this functionality can 
realize the benefit of automating the process 
of metadata tagging, which is critical for 
organizations ingesting large amounts of 
content or already having sizable archives. 
Importantly, for a majority of workflows, 
cognitive engines running on Xcellis are 
functional without having to migrate data to 
the cloud.

USING AI TO ENRICH ARCHIVED 
SPORTS CONTENT AT FOX 
SPORTS BRASIL
Background: FOX Sports Brasil is Brazil’s leading 
sports broadcaster. 

Challenges: 
• Meet growing demand for high-quality archived 

sports content without resorting to highly 
inefficient archived footage retrieval processes 

• Find specific content quickly and easily by 
enriching metadata during ingest and improving 
tags for archived content—without relying on 
manual work from limited staff 

• Keep content on premises to maximize security 
and avoid the high costs of retrieving data from 
the cloud

Solution: 
• AI-enabled Xcellis with Vizrt Viz One Media 

Asset Manager
Benefits:
• Gained the ability to quickly find and 

monetize high-quality sports content by 
applying AI-powered transcription capabilities 
for enriching metadata

• Reduced the need for manual intervention by 
capitalizing on automated technology

• Safeguarded data and avoided cloud transfer 
costs with an on-premises appliance

• Implemented a scalable environment that can 
accommodate fast-rising volumes of new content



CREATING

IMMERSIVE VR



From 360-degree camera arrays to VR 
headsets, innovative technologies and 
approaches are creating new immersive and 
interactive experiences for video consumers. 
Volumetric filmmaking enables production 
teams to digitize 3D physical spaces, 
capturing every detail of movement by actors 
from every angle. Post-production and visual 
effects teams then create interactive 
experiences using photogrammetry solutions 
that convert numerous 2D images into 3D 
objects. Video consumers can then move 
through the digitized spaces, experiencing 
the action from any point of view.

Light-field cameras often play a key role in 
volumetric filmmaking. While traditional 
cameras capture two-dimensional images, 
light-field cameras capture light rays along 
with information about the direction from 
which those light rays emanated, creating 
even more immersive and realistic 
experiences than 360-degree video cameras.

Not surprisingly, 360-degree and light-field 
cameras generate tremendous amounts of 
visual data. The EYE camera from 360 
Designs uses 42 Blackmagic Micro Cinema 
cameras, generating 2.7 GB/s. 

As one would expect, there are substantial 
storage requirements to support working 
with such content. Immersive VR projects 
require storage with exceptional 
performance to ingest ultra-high-resolution 
content, simultaneously flowing in from 
sophisticated cameras and camera arrays. 
And often even greater performance 
requirements can come from processing and 
online video editing, stitching together 
camera streams and conducting other 
post-production tasks.

While collaborating on projects, teams 
require storage that can provide coordinated 
and shared access to content across edit 
and render operations. Team members 
spread across multiple editing and 
compositing suites must be able to work 
with content simultaneously.

Finally, given size of these high-resolution 
images, organizations should give significant 
consideration to architecting a storage 
solution with enough capacity to store all of 
this content. Immersive VR products can 
require storing petabytes of large, high-
resolution files, which can be done most 
economically in a tiered storage environment.

Volumetric filmmaking is breaking new ground for immersive VR 
applications—and pushing the limits of existing storage environments.

VR INVESTMENT AND 
CONSUMPTION ARE RISING
• 68.9 million units: Expected VR and AR headset 

sales in 20222

• $40 billion: Projected value of the VR 
marketplace by 20203

2 “IDC: VR and AR headset sales expected to jump over 50% annually, hit 68.9 million in 
2022,” March 19, 2018, https://venturebeat.com/2018/03/19/idc-vr-and-ar-headset-
sales-expected-to-jump-over-50-annually-hit-68-9-million-in-2022/

3 “Global Virtual Reality Market Forecast 2020 by Major Players such as Sony, Microsoft, 
Facebook, HTC, Google, Samsung Electronics, GoPro, etc,” April 25, 2017,  
https://www.reuters.com/brandfeatures/venture-capital/article?id=4975

https://venturebeat.com/2018/03/19/idc-vr-and-ar-headset-sales-expected-to-jump-over-50-annually-hit-68-9-million-in-2022/
https://www.reuters.com/brandfeatures/venture-capital/article?id=4975


PREPARE FOR IMMERSIVE VR  
WITH NVME-BASED XCELLIS
Xcellis with NVMe storage delivers the 
exceptional performance required for 
immersive VR. In addition, it offers 
collaborative capabilities and cost-effective 
scalability for supporting huge volumes of 
data captured for immersive VR.

PERFORMANCE
NVMe-based Xcellis can deliver 
exceptional, single-client streaming 
performance of up to 22 GB/s for VR 
workflows—at a fraction of the cost of 
all-flash systems. Such performance is 
sufficient to ingest multi-camera content; 
rapidly access large, high-resolution files; 
and edit multiple streams of media in real 
time. By leveraging NVMe over Fabrics 
(NVMeoF) technology, flash-based 
resources can be shared, making these 
expensive resources much more cost 
effective. NVMeoF enables multiple 
workstations to draw from pooled storage 
systems across a network at local speeds 
and latencies. The result is outstanding 
streaming and IOPs performance.

COLLABORATION
The StorNext file system provides a single 
global namespace to simplify access to 
content and facilitate collaboration. Team 
members can easily find and work with the 
content they need across the VR post-
production workflow, no matter where data 
resides in the storage environment.

SCALABILITY
Preserving completed content for 
immersive VR requires significant storage 
capacity. Xcellis can scale to billions of files 
and petabytes of data to support even the 
largest VR projects. Multi-tier data 
management provides the capability to 
balance a low-capacity high-performance 
tier for active data with a high-capacity, 
lower-cost archive tier leveraging cloud, 
object and/or on-premise tape libraries. 

PROVIDING FUTURE-PROOF 
PERFORMANCE FOR VR, 4K  
AND BEYOND
Xcellis delivers robust performance for VR and 4K 
workflows while requiring less hardware than 
competing systems.
• 22 GB/second—Uncached streaming 

bandwidth for a single client using Xcellis with 
NVMe storage

• 3.5x—Performance advantage for Xcellis over 
the competition using StorNext distributed LAN 
client (DLC) over Ethernet

• 50%—Rack-unit space required for an Xcellis 
solution compared with a competing solution

For more details about Xcellis testing with media 
workloads, download the white paper:  
“Quantum’s Xcellis Scale-out NAS: Industry-leading 
IP Performance for 4K, 8K and Beyond.”

Also see our NVMe Infographic.

https://iq.quantum.com/exLink.asp?56574557OU51R94I182936650
https://iq.quantum.com/exLink.asp?56574557OU51R94I182936650
https://iq.quantum.com/exLink.asp?58698588OP13W87I208628490


DELIVERING

MEDIA IN MULTIPLE 
FORMATS—FAST



Demand is growing for content in a wide 
variety of video formats. Consumers want to 
watch films, TV shows and sporting events 
on 4K TVs, tablets and smartphones.

The multiplication of devices for consuming 
content presents important opportunities for 
media organizations. But for post-production 
studios and content distributors, it creates 
new challenges: These organizations must 
deliver movies, TV programs and other 
content in multiple formats—and more 
quickly than ever before.

Attempting to deliver multiple formats 
quickly can truly test underlying storage 
infrastructure. In modern post production, 
high-performance storage is required to 
support multiple streams and several 
workflows for editing, color correction and 
visual effects. Most post-production houses 
have teams working on various projects at 
the same time, driving the need for advanced 
collaborative capabilities.

DELIVER MULTIPLE FORMATS FAST  
WITH XCELLIS
Xcellis offers outstanding performance, 
facilitates efficient collaboration and 
provides the capacity for generating 
content in multiple formats while meeting 
tight deadlines.

PERFORMANCE
With options for both NAS and storage-area 
network (SAN) configurations, Xcellis 
combines a wide range of robust connectivity 
options. Furthermore, the high-performance 
StorNext parallel file system delivers 
outstanding performance for supporting 
post-production workflows and generating 
masters in multiple formats.

The ability to optimize storage array media for 
a particular workflow allows organizations to 
leverage the benefits of a workflow-optimized 
storage infrastructure. Xcellis can also deliver 
high transactional performance by capitalizing 
on complimentary hardware and software 

capabilities such as advanced, automated, 
hardware-based hybrid caching and efficient 
handling of metadata in the file system.

COLLABORATION
Xcellis facilitates efficient collaboration among 
post-production and distribution teams that 
need to meet tight deadlines by offering the 
most comprehensive SAN and NAS access 
available—all of which is coordinated through 
cross-protocol file locking. StorNext provides 
a single global namespace so team members 
can gain fast and easy access to files across 
their multi-tier environment. Organizations 
can even replicate content across geographies 
with FlexSync™, improving productivity of 
geo-distributed teams by allowing them to 
work on localized copies of media.

Generate content in a variety of formats and meet tight 
deadlines with Xcellis.



SCALABILITY
Xcellis can scale to petabytes of data, allowing 
teams to simultaneously work on multiple 
large-scale projects—or different versions of 
the same content—within one production 
environment. With the ability to scale 
performance and capacity independently, 
Xcellis lets customers cost-effectively expand 
storage resources without having to go offline, 
thereby allowing for new post-production 
processes without major storage overhauls.

ADDRESSING EVOLVING CONSUMER 
DEMANDS FOR ENTERTAINMENT 
CONTENT AT DELUXE
Background: From its beginnings as a film lab that opened in 
1915, Deluxe has grown into a global services and technology 
company that today serves the worldwide market for 
professionally created video through unmatched scale, 
technology and capabilities. 

Challenges: 
• A drive to transform the business from film to digital content, 

ultimately requiring new processes and new technologies
• The need to modernize post-production workflows so that 

content could be delivered efficiently in a wide variety of 
new, high-resolution formats 

• Meet shrinking delivery windows for different types of 
releases, each with its own format and technical requirements

Business Requirements: 
• The ability to produce 4 TB of content daily
• 7 million minutes of content per week
• 1,300 file formats supported 
• 700 UHD titles edited and delivered in 2017

Solution: 
• Xcellis Scale-out Storage, AEL Tape Libaries

Benefits:
• Created Deluxe One—an end-to-end platform built on a 

network of microservices designed to streamline 
content workflows

• Gained the ability to support a variety of in-house 
workflows with varying performance and capacity 
demands

• Increased flexibility—now supporting multiple client 
operating systems and several network types and 
configurations, with coordinated cross-protocol 
accessibility

• Enhanced productivity for post-production team members 
by connecting high-performance DLC clients on 40 Gb 
Ethernet, with up to 4.2 GB/s streaming performance

• Provided cost-effective scalability for preserving 
growing volumes of content with a multi-tiered storage 
environment that includes object, tape and cloud

DEFINING PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS  
FOR 4K WORKLOADS
To create storage reference architectures for 4K video, Quantum conducted 
extensive testing that compared flash-based solid-state drives (SSDs), large-
form-factor hard disk drives (HDDs), and small-form-factor HDDs.
The results? Flash storage is the right choice when you need to support an 
extremely high number of simultaneous streams. But small-form-factor 
HDDs often provide sufficient performance for high stream counts.
To dig deeper into Quantum 4K testing, download our  
4K Reference Architecture White Paper.

http://landing.quantum.com/NA-4K_Ref_Architecture_LandingPage.html?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02261


ABOUT QUANTUM
Quantum is a leading expert in scale-out tiered storage, archive and data protection, providing solutions for capturing, sharing and preserving 
digital assets over the entire data lifecycle. From small businesses to major enterprises, more than 100,000 customers have trusted Quantum 
to address their most demanding data workflow challenges. Quantum’s end-to-end, tiered storage foundation enables customers to 
maximize the value of their data by making it accessible whenever and wherever needed, retaining it indefinitely and reducing total cost and 
complexity. See how at www.quantum.com/customerstories.
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MEETING CUTTING-EDGE 
DEMANDS WITH QUANTUM
New technologies for producing and consuming visual content are driving demand for engaging video in a broad array of formats, from HD and 4K to 3D 
and immersive VR. Studios, post-production houses, distributors, and other media organizations are adjusting their workflows to meet expectations—
and many will need to bolster their storage infrastructure.

Xcellis, powered by the StorNext platform, combines the robust performance, scalable capacity, collaborative capabilities, and support for AI-based metadata 
tagging you need for meeting evolving requirements. Whether you are producing new types of visual experiences, remastering old material, remonetizing 
archived content, or simultaneously generating video in multiple formats, Xcellis helps you deliver compelling content efficiently and effectively.

https://www.quantum.com/en/resources/customer-success/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02261
https://www.quantum.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02261
https://www.quantum.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02261
https://www.quantum.com/?utm_source=collateral&utm_medium=pdf&utm_campaign=st02261

